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FAQs FOR GOCLOUD 

General Questions 

1. What is GoCloud about? What are the objectives?  

GoCloud is part of a series of initiatives to help ICT SMEs build digital capabilities to 

remain relevant and competitive, to participate in future opportunities in Digital 

Government as well as to support our transformation towards a Digital Economy.  It 

aims to: 

 

a) Train and enable ICT SMEs with development capabilities to move from traditional 

software development practices and architecture to applications deployed and 

delivered as cloud-native applications or services using microservices that are 

more responsive, modular and scalable; and  

b) Grow a culture of agile innovation in ICT SMEs through DevOps or similar 

methodology and foster an ecosystem of applications and services developed as 

microservices. 

 

2. Is GoCloud about helping ICT SMEs move to the cloud?  

GoCloud is beyond helping ICT SMEs move their on-premise solutions to the cloud. It 

is about building up company’s capabilities to transform to cloud-native applications 

and services which encompasses a holistic shift in company’s development culture, 

production deployment process, building components of products using microservices 

architecture and leveraging tools such as containers to make them easy to test, move 

and deploy. 

 

3. How is GoCloud related to Services 4.0 and the future of services?   

Services 4.0 is the next paradigm shift in the future of services.  It is envisaged that ICT 

industry will benefit from shifting towards “XaaS” (Everything-as-a-Service), where 

digital services and applications are designed and delivered as cloud-native 

microservices, leveraging advanced technologies such as AI. IMDA has launched 

GoCloud in direct response to this, so that we can help ICT SMEs that are willing and 

ready to participate in this Future of Services to acquire necessary capabilities in cloud-

native, microservices and DevOps.  

 

4. What are the benefits of building products or solutions that are Cloud Native?  

We foresee that ICT SMEs that have gone through GoCloud would have developed up 

their development capabilities to build complex solutions as cloud native 

microservices that are more modular and adaptable, and able to leverage the 

advantages of cloud computing to be more scalable and cost-effective. This will raise 

their productivity, reduce their time-to-market (reduce development cycle), and able 

to cater to changing customer needs.   
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Who can participate in GoCloud? 

For ICT SMEs 

5. Who are eligible to participate in GoCloud and what are the eligibility criteria?  

Eligibility criteria include: 

 Singaporean-Owned or Singapore-Based ICT SME1 

 Have local technical resources to go through the capabilities upscaling with 

appointed Service Providers 

 Owns the IP of the product or solution that they want to transform through the 

hands-on project 

 Have positive net equity based on the latest financial statement  

For Cloud Service Providers 

6. How can I participate to be appointed by IMDA as a Cloud Service Providers for 

GoCloud if I am keen?  

ICT companies keen to offer services to ICT SMEs as a Service Provider for GoCloud 

can engage IMDA for preliminary discussion. Suitable companies would be asked to 

submit an official proposal to IMDA for consideration if they are keen. 

 

How to Apply and Participate in GoCloud? 

7. Who are the appointed Cloud Service Providers that I can choose from?  

IMDA has qualified and appointed three (3) service providers that can offer expertise 

to train and coach ICT SMEs to shift existing on-premise or develop new greenfield 

products/ solutions to cloud native microservices.   

 

For more information on their offerings, visit IMDA website at 

https://www.imda.gov.sg/industry-development/programmes-and-grants/small-

and-medium-enterprises/ict-smes-capability-development/gocloud or email IMDA at 

Industry_Connect@imda.gov.sg.  

 

8. How do I apply and submit for grant?  

For Component 1 & 3, as an ICT SME (i.e. beneficiary of the programme), you do not 

need to apply and subsequently submit for grant disbursement. Instead, you (ICT 

SMEs) only need to pay the appointed Service Providers directly for the subsidised 

cost of participating in the programme. The appointed Service Providers will submit 

to IMDA for claim disbursement of the amount supported by GoCloud after ICT SMEs 

have completed Component 3.  

                                                           
1 ICT SME refers to the following: 

 Business entities registered and operating in Singapore 
 Singapore registered company that engages in Infocomm Technology (ICT) and related activities based on SSIC codes 
 Minimum 30% local shareholding 
 Company’s Group annual sales turnover not more than $100 million OR Company’s Group employment size not more than 200 

workers 

https://www.imda.gov.sg/industry-development/programmes-and-grants/small-and-medium-enterprises/ict-smes-capability-development/gocloud
https://www.imda.gov.sg/industry-development/programmes-and-grants/small-and-medium-enterprises/ict-smes-capability-development/gocloud
mailto:Industry_Connect@imda.gov.sg
imda-lohmy
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For Component 2, if you (ICT SME) are sending your staff for training under the 

Government supportable schemes (e.g. CITREP, SkillsFuture), the applicants (ICT 

professionals or companies) will need to refer to the requirements and eligibility 

criteria for the schemes, as well as application process for support.  

9. What happens if my company (ICT SME) signed-up with the Cloud Service Provider 

for GoCloud but cannot complete Component 3 – product/solution developed in 

Cloud Native?  

GoCloud is an initiative by IMDA in partnership with the appointed Cloud Service 

Providers. In order to participate and be eligible for government support, ICT SMEs 

are expected to complete Component 1 & 3 with the chosen Cloud Service Providers. 

The engagement between the ICT SME and the Cloud Service Provider is a commercial 

arrangement and ICT SME is expected to pay for services rendered by the Cloud 

Service Provider directly, subject to terms and conditions of the agreement which may 

include full/partial payments for partial completion.  

 

Benefits and Support for Eligible ICT SMEs  

10. What are the benefits for my company (ICT SME) to go through IMDA’s appointed 

Service Providers for GoCloud vs going directly to other Cloud Service Providers who 

can also work with my company to build Cloud Native applications/services? 

GoCloud is put in place to cover scope that is intended to help ICT SMEs through their 

journey to build up digital capabilities with support such as coaches/mentors through 

government funding. Other Cloud Service Providers may not have the capability to 

achieve the objectives of GoCloud and there is no funding available to defray the cost 

of services.  

 

11. What is the available quantum of support that IMDA is providing to eligible ICT SMEs 

participating in GoCloud? 

• Participating ICT SMEs can choose to send their staff for training or/and undertake 

a short project to translate knowledge to practice.  

• For training, ICT SMEs will be able to tap on government funding if courses are 

aligned to Skills Framework for ICT and TeSA CITREP endorsed. Funding up to 90% 

is available. Visit https://www.imda.gov.sg/imtalent/programmes/citrep-plus for 

more information on CITREP.  

• For consultancy and coaching, IMDA will provide companies with up to 50% 

support, capped at $15,000, to engage services from a panel of Cloud Service 

Providers that have been appointed by IMDA. 

 

 

 

https://www.imda.gov.sg/imtalent/programmes/citrep-plus
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Participating in SMEs Go Digital  

 

12. Would the companies that sign-up and completed GoCloud be able to automatically 

be pre-approved as pre-approved cloud solutions under SMEs Go Digital programme? 

ICT SMEs that have completed their project under GoCloud and successfully 

developed a cloud native product/solution can commercialise their product.  If they 

are able to meet the criteria and requirements of SMEs Go Digital programme, their 

products/solutions will be assessed more favourably as compared to non-cloud based 

solutions.  

ICT SMEs may refer to the SMEs Go Digital Programme page 

(https://www.imda.gov.sg/smesgodigital) - “I am ICM Vendor” section for a list of 

supportable solution categories. 

 

  

https://www.imda.gov.sg/smesgodigital



